
Gatsby Benchmark 4 

‘Linking curriculum learning to careers’ 

Specific career content delivery and examples of the promotion of employability skills 

 

 

 

Year 9 
Autumn term Spring term Summer term 

What is Citizenship? 

Critical thinking- what are the rights and 

responsibilities of being a British Citizen? 

Resilience- What does it mean to be British 

and what is meant by the different types 

of identity?  

Law and order-What is the role of the 

police 

Resilience/critical thinking- why do people 

commit crime and what can be done to 

reduce crime? 

Critical thinking- what are the aims of 

punishment 

Rights and Responsibilities 

Identity, diversity and living in Modern 

Britain 

Critical thinking- What it means to belong 

to a community 

 

Problem solving- examining the changing 

patterns in the UK 

Resilience- Why it is important to respect 

other people 

 

Presentation teamwork- human rights vote 

 

Critical thinking- discrimination and the law 

 

Rights in the workplace 

Critical thinking- reasons for limiting 

human rights 

Active Citizenship 

Critical thinking- what issues are 

important? 

Teamwork- How to form a team and the 

roles within the team (planning, research, 

communicating, advocacy) 

Resilience- How to research and reach an 

audience 

Problem solving- how to be an advocate, 

and deal with different points of view 

Presentation- presentation of issue 

 

 

Curriculum area: Citizenship 



Team work- types of punishment 

presentation 

Presentation- Criminal courts/solving 

disputes 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 10 
Autumn term Spring term Summer term 

Theme 1 Life in Modern Britain 

Critical thinking- what does it mean to be 

British 

Creativity- Produce a PowerPoint on what 

represents Britain (British 

values/principles) 

Theme 2 Rights and responsibilities  

Laws in contemporary society 

 

Critical thinking- what are the aims of 

punishment/principle of law to ensure rights 

and freedoms 

 

 

How laws protect the citizen and deal with 

criminals 

Theme 3: Politics and participation 

Political power in the UK 

Critical thinking- the positives and negative 

aspects of the different types of 

government (dictatorship, monarchy, 

theocracy, democracy) 



Resilience- How to combat prejudice and 

discrimination 

Team work- Island lesson 

Critical thinking- the case for and against 

multiculturalism 

Problem solving-the push and pull factors 

of UK 

Critical thinking- study of Grenfell 

tragedy, Stephen Lawrence, Rwandan 

genocide 

The media and the free press 

The job role of a journalist 

Resilience- How to spot fake news 

The UK’s role in international organisations 

Team work- research international 

organisations and the role the UK has in 

them (United Nations, NATO, EU. Council 

of Europe, The Commonwealth and WTO 

Making a difference in society 

 

Critical thinking- conflict of human rights 

 

Bringing about change in the legal system 

 

The role and powers of the police. 

 

The job role and powers of solicitors, 

barristers, magistrates and recorders) 

Job roles in the civil service-what do they 

do  

Local and developed government- 

presentation and team work the role and 

structure of elected local government 

Critical thinking- how powers are organised 

between the Westminster Parliament and 

the devolved administrations in Northern 

Ireland, Scotland and Wales 

Role of MP’s/working in parliament/working 

in their constituency 

Where does political power reside: with the 

citizen. Parliament or with the government? 

Critical thinking- advantages and 

disadvantages of voting systems 



Team work/critical thinking- how non-

governmental organisations respond to 

humanitarian crises 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 11 

Autumn term Spring term Summer term 

How do others govern themselves? 

How do citizens bring about political 

change? 

Theme 4: Taking Citizenship Action 

Investigation 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


